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Welcome to the August 2017 issue of Hints & Tips, your regular 
newsletter full of helpful ideas and advice.

There’s important advice on phishing telephone calls from someone claiming 
to be from ‘the PPA’ or ‘Prescription Services’.  We’ve included details of 
using dm+d as the NHS medicines standard and information on requirements 
when amending your endorsements.

We discuss how to endorse FP10MDA forms correctly, and there’s advice 
on referred back forms plus an update on items now available as licensed 
medicines.

We’ve also included advice on endorsing pack sizes in EPS, and there’s 
information on ensuring you submit your EPS messages on time.

If you have any suggestions for topics you’d like us to cover in 
future issues please let us know at 
nhsbsa.communicationsteam@nhs.net

Foreword Phishing telephone calls 
Some pharmacists have let us know that they’ve 
recently been contacted by someone claiming to 
be from ‘the PPA’ or ‘Prescription Services’.  The 
caller says that the pharmacist needs to provide 
their bank details so they can process a refund 
or because there is a problem with a banking 
mandate.  In one case the pharmacist did provide 
their bank details and a deduction was made 
from their account. 

The NHS Business Services Authority will 
never contact pharmacists directly and ask 
for bank details in this way.

Any calls like this should be reported to the 
National Fraud and Cyber Crime Reporting 
Centre, Action Fraud.

There’s important advice 
on phishing telephone calls 
from someone claiming 
to be from ‘the PPA’ or 
‘Prescription Services’.

dm+d — the NHS  
medicines standard 
Following recommendation by the 
Standardisation Committee for Care Information 
(SCCI), the Department of Health has provided 
authority to publish the SCCI0052 Dictionary 
of Medicines and Devices (dm+d) information 
standard under section 250 of the Health and 
Social Care Act 2012.

This information standard is a dictionary of 
medicines licensed in the UK and is for use in 
the NHS. The scope of the standard in terms of 

content is for medicines only; medical devices 
are currently excluded. The primary purpose is to 
support interoperability. Electronic systems that 
exchange or share information about medicines 
relating directly to a patient’s care must therefore 
adhere to the standard by using dm+d identifiers 
and descriptions when transferring information.

Conformance with this information standard was 
due by 30 June 2017. 

mailto:nhsbsa.communicationsteam%40nhs.net?subject=
http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/report_fraud
http://content.digital.nhs.uk/isce/publication/scci0052
http://content.digital.nhs.uk/isce/publication/scci0052
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Amending endorsements 
Sometimes computer generated endorsements 
printed on prescription forms need to be updated 
later with additional dispensing information, or 
the original print may be too faint to be legible. 
Where a handwritten endorsement supersedes a 
printed endorsement, the original printed  
endorsement must be crossed out entirely to 

avoid any confusion. The new handwritten  
endorsement must contain all of the information 
needed to enable correct payment, otherwise we 
may be unable to determine the required product 
or the correct reimbursement price which may 
lead to a delay in payment.

Referred backs  
(returned items) 
We’ve recently had to refer a high number of 
items back to contractors for the reason code 
RB2B: ‘The order/endorsement is incomplete. The 
presentation must be complete.’ This is usually 
only an issue with handwritten forms, but this 
has meant it has been more evident recently  

following the NHS cyber attack which led to a 
short term increase in handwritten forms. If you 
receive a referred back item using this code, you 
must endorse the presentation (or  
‘pharmaceutical form’) of the prescribed drug.

Products now available as 
licensed medicines

Midazolam 10mg/1ml oromucosal solution pre-filled oral syringes sugar free is now 
available as a licensed medicine (Epistatus) from Special Products Ltd. This product 
should be considered instead of Midazolam 10mg/1ml oromucosal solution pre-filled 
oral syringes (Special Order), which is an unlicensed product.

Eysano 5mg/ml eye drops (Aspire Pharma Ltd) and Eysano 2.5mg/ml eye drops (Aspire 
Pharma Ltd) are both now licensed and available. Unlicensed Timolol 0.5% eye drops 
preservative free (Special Order) and Timolol 0.25% eye drops preservative free (Special 
Order) have therefore both been discontinued on the NHS dictionary of medicines and 
devices (dm+d).

Neomag (magnesium 97mg (4mmol)) chewable tablets (Neoceuticals Ltd) is now 
licensed and available. Unlicensed Magnesium glycerophosphate (magnesium 97.2mg 
(4mmol)) chewable tablets sugar free (Special Order) have been discontinued on the NHS 
dictionary of medicines and devices (dm+d).

Chenodeoxycholic acid 250mg capsules (Leadiant Biosciences Ltd) is now licensed and 
available. Chenodeoxycholic acid 250mg capsules (Special Order) has therefore been 
discontinued on the NHS dictionary of medicines and devices (dm+d).
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When items are prescribed in instalments on FP10MDA forms, it’s important that dispensers accurately 
record the details of each dispensing event on the right-hand side of the form. This is to comply 
with regulations and also ensures that we can make accurate payment for the item(s) dispensed. 
Unfortunately, many FP10MDA prescription forms are currently returned to contractors for more 
information, which delays payment, because we’re unable to determine exactly what has been 
dispensed.

Common mistakes

These examples show the information that is often missed out and the misleading information that is 
included.

1.  This example has information missing. It’s not clear whether the instalment for the 15th has been 
     dispensed, as there’s no quantity stated and no initials, but it isn’t endorsed ‘ND’:
 

Solution: make sure you complete all columns fully for each instalment, and clearly indicate where an 
instalment hasn’t been dispensed.

Endorsing FP10MDA  
forms correctly 

2.  This example shows conflicting information. The total quantity prescribed (770ml) has been 
     endorsed on the left and 10 is stated in the ‘No. of prescriptions’ box, but the endorsements on 
     the right-hand side indicate that some of the instalments were not dispensed. To avoid confusion, 
     please don’t use abbreviations in the ‘Pharmacist’s initials’ column to represent ‘Not dispensed’, 
     ‘Did not attend’ or ‘Not collected’ as it’s not clear whether these are abbreviations or the 
      pharmacist’s initials: 

Solution: where instalments have not been dispensed, please make this clear in the ‘Item’ and 
‘Quantity supplied’ columns.

Many FP10MDA prescription 
forms are currently returned 
to contractors for more 
information, which delays 
payment.
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3.  For this example, we’re unable to determine the total quantity dispensed due to missing 
     information. There are no endorsements of item, quantity or initials from 18th to 25th and only 5 
     fees have been claimed in the ‘No. of prescriptions box’, but the form has not been endorsed ND 
     (not dispensed) against the ‘missing’ instalments:  

Solution: make sure you complete all columns fully for each instalment, and clearly indicate where an 
instalment hasn’t been dispensed.

4.  The instalment dates are not missing in this example, but they’re obscured by the patient’s 
     signature. We need this information to calculate additional dispensing fees.

 

Solution: only include the required information in each column to ensure that it’s clear and legible.

5.  This example is missing clear endorsements of quantity dispensed. If information is unclear we will 
     need to return the form for that information, which delays payment:
 

Solution: make sure you complete all columns fully and clearly for each instalment.
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6.  The PD claims in the following examples are not missing but are unclear:
 

The PD endorsement in this example is partially hidden by the grid
 

This PD claim is covered by the pharmacy stamp and is unclear or might be missed

Solution: Endorse PD claims clearly and legibly in the endorsement column on the left-hand side of 
the form. 

What you need to do - summary
 

The example above shows how you should endorse an FP10MDA form; it has been clearly endorsed 
with the total quantity dispensed (150ml) on the left, which matches the 6 x 25ml dispensed 
quantities on the right. Additionally, the two instalments that were not collected by the patient have 
been clearly marked as such.

The endorsement information on the right-hand side of the form must reflect what has been supplied 
to the patient. Additionally, this information mustn’t conflict with what has been prescribed. 

Please help us to reimburse your FP10MDA prescriptions correctly first time:

• Complete all the columns fully for each instalment.
• Clearly indicate when instalments have not been dispensed by marking ‘Not Dispensed’ in the 

‘Item’ column and ‘Quantity supplied’ column or alternatively crossing out the whole line entry 
for that instalment.

• Don’t include any information other than the pharmacist’s initials in the ‘Pharmacist’s initials’ 
column.

• Don’t obscure the information in any of the columns with extra information that is not 
required.

• Make sure that the quantities endorsed on each side of the form reflect the actual quantity that 
was dispensed to the patient.

• Endorse PD claims clearly.

We now hold regular webinars providing guidance and advice on completing and submitting 
FP10MDA forms. You can find out more and book your place at  
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/prescriptionserviceswebinars
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Endorsing pack size in EPS 
You need to endorse both product and pack size on EPS messages, so if the product or pack size you 
want to dispense is not listed in dm+d you should return the prescribed product and an invoice price 
endorsement including price, pack size and supplier details.

If you’re adding an IP endorsement to an AMPP, make sure that the pack size included in the IP 
endorsement reflects the pack size you have supplied. 

If the AMPP pack size you return differs from the pack size included in your IP endorsement, this can 
lead to a delay in your payment as the prescription will be referred back for confirmation of the pack 
size used to dispense the item.

In this example, IP £44.95 is endorsed but no pack size is stated. We can’t assume the price stated is 
for the quantity dispensed (60 tablets) so the item will be returned for clarification.

Ensuring that EPS messages 
are submitted on time
To ensure electronic prescriptions can be paid 
accurately and on time, you need to submit them 
in good time and make sure they’re declared 
in the totals for the month in which they were 
submitted for payment.

You need to send two messages for an electronic 
prescription to be included in a particular month’s 
payment – the Dispense Notification and the 
Electronic Claim message. Both of these must 
be received within specific timescales if the 
prescriptions are to be included in that month’s 
data. The Dispense Notification must be sent 
within the calendar month. The Electronic 
Claim Message must be received by midnight on 
the 5th of the following month.

Examples:

If a Dispense Notification is sent between 1 and 
31 July and the Claim Message is received on or 
before 5 August, payment will be made with the 
July account.

If a Dispense Notification is sent between 1 and 5 
August and the Claim Message is received before 
5 August, the payment will be made with the 
August account – not the July account.

If a Dispense Notification is sent between 1 and 
31 July and the Claim Message is received after 
5 August, the payment will be made with the 
August account – not the July account.

When including EPS totals in the declarations on 
your FP34 submission, you must use the correct 
total as these figures are used to calculate your 

advance payment. This is paid on a monthly 
basis and recovered when the prescriptions are 
processed. If incorrect totals are used, causing 
unnecessary fluctuations in the volumes of 
prescriptions, this will adversely affect the overall 
payment and may cause cash flow issues.

For example, if an advance is calculated based on 
the total of prescriptions declared and all have 
not been submitted then the following month’s 
payment will be impacted. The actual payment 
will be made on fewer prescriptions and this will 
therefore be of a lower value than the previously 
paid advance which could, after the advance has 
been recovered, result in a low or even a negative 
payment.  

If all of the electronic prescriptions are not 
submitted on time, they may be included in the 
following month’s prescriptions. This will result 
in an inflated volume of prescriptions for that 
month, which could in turn affect the average 
item value. This would then impact on that 
month’s advance payment calculation.

If you’re adding an IP endorsement to an AMPP, make 
sure that the pack size included in the IP endorsement 
reflects the pack size you have supplied. 
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NHS England and Wales Drug Tariff 
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliance- 
contractors/drug-tariff

Information about sending in your reimbursement and remuneration claims
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliance- 
contractors/submitting-prescriptions/sending-your-claim

NHS Prescription Services open days and webinar session
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliance- 
contractors/hints-and-tips-open-days-and-webinars

For more information you can access our online knowledge base  
‘Ask Us’ at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/AskUs or contact us at  
nhsbsa.prescriptionservices@nhsbsa.nhs.uk

You can also call us on 0300 330 1349.  
Our opening hours are 8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday

Useful links on our website

More information


